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Cool Focus is an optional accessory that fits all 
Close Comfort air conditioners.

Cool Focus uses the magic of fluid mechanics to 
extend the cool air throw.

Cool Focus consists of two parts: the blue adjust-
able nozzle and the transparent Coanda flap.

The nozzle amplifies the cool air throw by 250%, 
greatly extending the distance of Close Com-
fort’s cooling effect.

The magical Coanda flap bends the cool air 
stream upwards so you no longer need to place 
Close Comfort on a table or elevated platform.

Features

Fully adjustable nozzle replaces cool air outlet 
grille.

Silent operation

Zero additional power consumption

Doubles the cooling effect

Easy to install or remove

How Does Cool Focus Work?

Cool Focus gently squeezes the outlet air stream 
increasing the cool air velocity (or throw) by almost 
three times.

The special vorticity of Close Comfort’s cool air flow is 
preserved, extending the cooling effect as far as 
possible.

Maximum cooling occurs when the flow velocity past 
the skin of the face and neck is greatest.  Take care 
to aim th air jet accurately.

The Coanda effect, first applied in 1910, is also used 
on aircraft, bladeless fans and some hair dryers.  The 
fast-moving squeezed cool air stream runs below 
atmospheric pressure,  When it encounters the 
Coanda flap, the surrounding atmosphere pushes 
the stream against the underside of the flap, 
changing its direction by about 25°.

All this is invisible to the naked eye.  Close Comfort’s 
inventor James Trevelyan developed Cool Focus, 
assisted by his engineering team and students.

When to use Cool Focus

Use Cool Focus when you need Close Comfort 
further than 4 feet away or when you need more 
cooling.

Cool Focus disrupts the stratified cool air layers inside 
the Pyramid and Igloo tent, reducing the cooling 
effect for sleepers.  Use Cool Focus only when not 
lying down in a bed tent.

Buy now at

www.closecomfort.com

delivery Pakistan-wide.

Warranty

24 months, normally with direct replacement

Convenient
No installation, no pipes, no consumables, 

minimal self-maintenance.

Healthy
With Close Comfort, fresh air is circulating the room 

instead of stale recirculated air. Unlike normal air 
conditioners Close Comfort doesn’t leave you with 

dry itchy eyes.

Sustainable and Eco-Friendly
Minimal energy consumption using as little as 170 

Watts. Close Comfort decreases your carbon 
footprint and contributes to a sustainable lifestyle.


